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Edgeworth approximations for multivariate U-statistics hold up to the order 
o(,~-li2) under moment conditions and the assumption that the projection of the 
U-statistic to sums of Cd. random vectors is strongly nonlattice. ( 1987 Academic 
Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let X,, X, ,..., X, be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
random variables assuming values in a measurable space (T, XI) with 
common distribution P. Let H: f x T + I@, k b 1, integer, denote a vector- 
valued kernel H(x, y) = (H,(x, y) ,..., H,(x, y)), which is symmetric in its 
arguments, i.e., H(x, y) = H(y, x). For N 3 2, a k-variate U-statistic of 
degree 2 is defined as 
-1 N 
c 2 HU’,, X,.). 
p=I v=/l+l 
(1.1) 
We shall write u.w=u,wI + ... + ok wk for the euclidean scalar product 
of vectors U, u E R“ and let ljulj & (u . u)ri2 denote the euclidean norm. We 
assume throughout that 
EH(X,, X,)=0 and E IIWJ’,, Jfdl12 < ~0. (1.2) 
We define 
dx, 1 4 E(HW,, X2) I X, ) (1.3) 
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ljIN ii 2N-’ i g(X,) 
j=l 
which leads to the representation 
U,=&+RN, 
where the term RN is asymptotically negligible compared to 0,. 
In order to obtain a nondegenerate limit distribution introduce 
213 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
Let V denote the covariance matrix of the vector g(X,) under P. Hoeffding 
[lo] has shown that, as N -+ co, the distribution of Ug converges weakly 
to the multivariate N(0, I/)-normal distribution, provided (1.2) holds and V 
is positive definite. 
The speed of convergence to normality for univariate U-statistics has 
been extensively studied in recent years. Berry-Esseen bounds O(N- 1’2) for 
the difference of distribution functions were established under conditions of 
increasing generality by Bickel [2], Chan and Wierman [7], Callaert and 
Janssen [4], and Helmers and van Zwet [9]. 
Better approximations for the distribution of UN are obtained by means 
of Edgeworth expansions up to an error of order o( N-i’2) or o(N- ’ ) which 
are relevant for comparisons of statistical procedures. 
To be specific, let 
D P (&,...,&) and g(x)‘D C$igj(x)&; 
and define the cumulant differential operator 
K3P) 4 &3~,)~w3+3Jw~,~ X*)(g(X,).D)(g(X*).D) (1.7) 
and define the (possibly signed) measure Yy, approximating the dis- 
tribution of Ux, by means of its Lebesgue-density tiN in Rk, 
$,,,(a) a (I+ t N-“* ~3( -D)) cpo, v(a), aeRk, (1.8) 
where qo,,(a) denotes the Lebesgue-density of N(0, V). 
Higher-order approximations up to an error of order o(N-‘) for 
univariate U-statistics were studied by Callaert et al. [S] and Bickel et al. 
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[3]. For multivariate U-statistics a Berry-Esseen bound has been proved 
by Carmichael [6] under moment assumptions on IIH(x, v)ll of order 
k + 4. 
The aim of the present paper is to establish Berry-Esseen bounds and 
Edgeworth expansions up to the order o(N-‘I*) under less restrictive 
moment conditions. 
In order to obtain uniform error bounds for the Edgeworth expansions 
we have to introduce some constants. Assume there exist constants a > 0, 
C > 0 and continuous nonincreasing functions II/-: [0, co) + [0, co), j = 1,2, 
satisfying 
lim x,(x) = 0 (1.9) 5 - cc 
O<x*(x)< 1 for every x > a (1.10) 
E IIWf,, J’2H’~~llWf,, x,)ll ax)Gx,(x) foreveryx>O (1.11) 
the distribution of g(X,) is uniformly strongly nonlattice, i.e., 
lEexplI~~~d~I)II G 1 -x2(I140~ forevery lltll >a>O. (1.12) 
Let L,,, denote a system of Bore1 sets in iRk defined as 
L,,, 4 {AEB~:~~,~((~A)‘)~CE+V, forevery E>O), v>o, (1.13) 
where (aA)& = { x E Rk : 3 y E aA lly - x/I < E >. We shall prove 
THEOREM 1.14. Suppose that there exist a constant C > 0 and functions 
;ci, j= 1, 2, such that (1.2) and (1.9))( 1.12) are fulfilled. Then there exist a 
sequence ~~10 and a constant K depending on C, xj(. ), j= 1,2, only such 
that for N = 1, 2 ,..., vN p Ed N-l/*, 
SUP IP( U;E A) - Y’,(A)\ < K+,N-I’*, (1.15) 
A t k. ,,N 
where Uz and ‘Y, are given by (1.6) and (1.7)-( 1.8) and Lc,vN is defined in 
(1.13). 
Remark. The assumption (1.12) that g(X,) has a strongly nonlattice 
distribution already entails that the limit distribution of UX is uniformly 
nondegenerate, i.e., the smallest eigenvalue A,, of the asymptotic covariance 
matrix I/ satisfies 
;l,>a-* inf (l-X2(at)*)>0. 
lla = 1 
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This is an immediate consequence of 
1-IEexpCit.g(X,)]12=2Esin2[t.(g(X2)-g(X,))]6E(t.g(X,))2, 
where 8, denotes an independent copy of Xi. 
As a corollary we have 
THEOREM 1.16. Assume that (1.2) holds and 
0) ~Wf(~,,~~)ll~<A<~~ 
(ii) the smallest eigenvalue of E g(X,)‘g(X,) is larger than 6 >O. 
Then there exist constants d,, d, > 0 depending on 6, A, C such that with 
vN ii d,N-‘12 
sup 
A E Lc.vN 
IP(UgeA)-/ ~o,V(x)dkxI<d2N-“2, 
A 
uniformly for every H( X, , X2), satisfying the conditions above. 
The conditions (1.9)-( 1.12) allow for the dependence of h(x, y) and P on 
N, which is desirable for many applications. Consider, for example, the 
statistic [ 111 
TN 4 N-“’ 2 (fo(xj) + N-“2fl(Xj)) + N-3’2 1 fi(~j, x,), 
j= 1 1 <~im<N 
where fj, h = 1,2,3 denote @-valued functions, such that 
Efi(X,) = 0, j = 1, 2, E(f2(X1, X2) I X2) = 0 a.s. and f2(x, y) is symmetric. 
Assume that f2 satisfies (1.11) and condition (1.12) holds for fO. If, further- 
more, 
E llf,(J3113’2~G < ~0, (1.17) 
then we have 
COROLLARY 1.18. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 1.14 and 
condition (1.17) there exists a sequence cN JO and a constant K depending on 
xi(.), C and C, only such that 
sup (P(T,EA)--~(A)I<KE~N-~‘~, Na2, vN b cN N-li2, (1.19) 
A E kvN 
where Lc,yN is defined as in (1.13) and 
p7/,(A) p j. { 1 + iN-1’2 K~( -D)} cpo,V,,+(x) d“x, 
A 
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I”, 4 cov(& + N-“‘f, ), and K~(D) is defined with respect to &(X) and 
f2(x,y) as in (1.7). 
The nonuniform versions of conditions ( 1.9 t( 1.12) are simply 
EIIwLX2)l13<~ (1.20) 
lEeNit-gW,)lI < 1 for every t # 0. (1.21) 
COROLLARY 1.22. Assume that conditions (1.2) and (1.20)-( 1.21) are 
satisfied. Then (1.15) holds. 
In the univariate case the moment condition (1.20) can be relaxed. It is 
sufficient to require an absolute moment of order 2 + 6, 6 > 0, for h(X, , X,) 
(see Bickel et al. 13, Theorem 1.21). 
The proofs in the multidimensional case require different techniques, 
since there is no direct analogue to the Fourier inversion of differences of 
distribution functions in several dimensions. 
Nevertheless, truncation techniques make it possible to reduce the 
estimation problem to comparing derivatives of characteristic functions. 
Here, the basic estimation techniques of Bickel et al. [3] are essentially 
applicable because of prior truncation. 
On the other hand, the truncation of the kernel h(x, y) introduces an 
error in the distribution function of the U-statistic which seems to require 
the assumption of a third moment of H(x, ~1) for an error of size o(W”*). 
In this paper we confined ourselves to the approximation order o(N-I”). 
Assuming that g(x) fulfills a multivariate Cramer condition and that 
dim. 
( 
(f1 ,...,fk) E J%(X%, pJk: i Ef;(W hj(X, Y) A,,( K Z)f,(Z) > 0 
,.p= I i 
is sufficiently large, approximations up to o(W’) can be proved as in 
Bickel et al. [3]. Unfortunately the truncation techniques used in this 
paper do not allow one to prove the critical relation 
E ‘f ‘f h(X,, X. 
( j=l i=j+l 
,q = wmw”*), l<m<N,2drdk+l 
for truncated h unless we assume that a large number (r 2 k) of moments 
exist. This estimate is an essential step used in several parts of the latter 
paper. 
To prove Theorem 1.14 we shall reduce the problem to comparing c.f. In 
Section 3, for the reader’s convenience we will state in a series of Lemmas 
some basic inequalities of Bhattacharya and Sweeting dealing with the mul- 
tivariate case. 
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After introducing the necessary truncation techniques in Lemmas 2.5 and 
2.7, we estimate the difference of the c.f. of U;G and Y, for “small” frequen- 
cies in Lemma 3.5. In Lemma 3.10 these c.f. are shown to have negligible 
size for “large” frequencies up to K, . Nil*. One technical result, the 
estimation of arbitrary moments of truncated U-statistics, which is used in 
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.10 and might be of wider interest, has been deferred to 
an appendix. In the following let c denote a generic positive constant 
depending on the constants introduced in (1.9)-( 1.13). 
2. PROOFS 
Reduction to Truncated Statistics 
We shall use three types of modifications of the given statistic U; of 
Theorem 1.14. 
(1) Truncation of h(X,, X,) at norm N. 
(2) Truncation of E”3(IIH(XI, .Y2)113 IX,) at N”*. 
(3) Omission of the terms N-l’* x7! 1 C,“=,+, h(Xj, X,)/(N- l), 
m=o(N”‘) in iJz. 
Define 
@‘C-T Y) P W, Y) ~(IIO, y)ll 6 NJ 
M(x) ii E1’3 IIH(x, X,)l13 
B, & {AI( Nl’*,j= l,..., N} 
W- 4 -WlB,vh P’(A) ii P(A I BN) 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
for bounded measurable f and A. 
Put 
g’(x) 4 i?(X) - E’g(X, ), j= l,..., N 
h’(x, y) P h”(X, y) - E’h”(X, X,) - E’h”(X,, y) + E’h”(X,, X2) 
(2.3) 
and 
r:, p iI-‘/* i g’(Xj) + N-l/* 5 5 h’(X,, X,)/(N- l), 
j=l JL=m v=p+l 
where 
m & [N”*q,], I]~ P (log NK)-‘, K > 0 to be determined later. 
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Let ul:, denote the measure with density (1.8), where all moments of g and 
h have been replaced by those of g’ and h’ under E’. We claim 
LEMMA 2.5. SUP,,~ 1 Y,(A)- !&(A)1 = o(IV”~). 
Proof: For every SE I@, l/s/l = 1 we have 
(E’(s~g(X2))2-E(s~g(X,))21 =o(iv-“2). 
By (2.2) and (2.3) we conclude V=E’gT(X,) g(X,)+ o(NP’j2). Hence, when 
1 resp. 1’ denotes the smallest eigenvalue of V resp. v’ 4 E’g’T(X,) g’(X,), 
we have by means of (2.13) 
I’ > /I - o( N “2). (2.6) 
Furthermore, for every s,, s2, s3 E Rk, lls,ll = 1 
and 
E fI (g(Xj)‘si)=E’ fi (g’(Xj).S,)+O(l) 
,=I i= I 
Ek(X,)~s,WO-,, X,).s,M~2).s,) 
=E’k’(~,)~s,Nh’(~,, ~,).~,)(g’(~,).~,)+o(l) 
after some elementary estimations. Hence 
IYY,(A)- !G(A)l <o(Np”‘)[ (1+ llXl13)exp 
A 
[ -&VX] d(X) dkX, 
where 
O<d(x)bexp[--in’Vx](l--exp[ -ix’(V-V)x]) 
61 provided N is sufhciently large. 
This proves the lemma. 
The error in replacing 17: by T)N is estimated in 
LEMMA 2.7. Let 6, be defined as in (2.9). Then 
IP(GEA)- YY,(A)l “,rpN IP’(T’,EA6)- u/l,(k)1 +o(N-“2) 
where for 6 > 0 
K6 & ((A’)‘)” and A’ 0 Rk\~. 
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Proof: Since P(h”(X,, X2) # h(X,, X2)) = P( Ilh(X, , X,)11 > N), we have 
by Chebyshev’s inequality 
P(h”(X,, X”) f w,, X,), 1 < p, v < N) 
~~2~~-3~Il~(~1,~2~l13~~II~(~1,~2)II~~). (2.8) 
Furthermore, 
P(B’,) < N-“*[E M(X,)3Z(M(X,) > N”*)] 
P 6,. 
(2.9) 
Let T> denote U% with h replaced by II”. Hence (2.8)-(2.9) imply 
sup IP(U::EA)-P’(T;EA)I =o(N-“*). 
AS& 
(2.10) 
Furthermore (E, > 0, Ed JO), 
P’(ll~;,-T:,ll>~~N-“*) 
d P’ 
(II 
N-3’2 2 (N-l)g,(X,) >;E~.-‘~*) 
j= 1 II 
where 
+P 
(11 
~-312 f 5 h’(X,, X,) >fcN N-l/*) 
p=l v=p+l Ii 
gh(X) 4 E’h”(X,) x) - E’h”(X,, X,), (2.11) 
provided 
II 
N-l’* 2 E’g(Xj) + iV3’* 2 f 
II II 
E’h”(X,, X,) 
j=l p=l v=p+l II 
<; Ed N-l’*. 
(2.12) 
Notice that 
cN p P(M(X,) < N1’*) = 1 - o(N-~‘*) 
IIE’g(X,)ll = IlEg Z(IWW,)II G N1’*hII 
= II -Eg(X,)Z(lIWX,)II >N”*hII 
< N- l/2 6 N (2.13) 
IIE’h”(X,, x2)11 G IIE’W,, xdll + IIE’W,, ~,)Z(IlW,, X2Nl >N)ll 
<c;* llEh(X,, X2) Z(M(X,) < N”*,j= 1,2)1/ + o(N-*) 
< c,ij* E II&Y,, X2)11 M(X,)* Z(M(X,) > N”*) N-’ 
< 26, N- ‘/*. (2.14) 
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Choosing 
E,,, P 9 .max(6, N”‘, (log NK)-‘j3) proves (2.12). (2.15) 
Using Chebyshev’s inequality applied to (2.11) together with (2.13), 
P’()IT;- TN11 >E,,, N-l’*) 
<9&,*NE’ IIg,(X,)I12+9E,2NmNN-3E’ Ilh’(X,,X2)l12 
6 9 EN* N(Np2 E’ IIE(h”(X*, X,) 
x WX,)* 4M3’2) > N1’*) I W’) 
+ 4&z, N-I + N’,‘* E:, N * 4E Ilh(X,, X2)11 “) 
< c E,,, N- ‘I*, N sufficiently large. (2.16) 
Hence with 6 = Ed N -- Ii*, 
P’(T,EA)- !P&4)<P’(T:,EA6)- Y,(P)+ Y,(A”)- F,(A) 
+P’(IIT:,- r;ll >6) 
yields, together with a similar lower bound and (2.16), 
IP’(iy,EA)- Y,(A)1 ylL3; IP’(T’,EA6)- Y,(A”)I 
+ pi; 1 Y,(As) - YN(A)I + o(N-“~). 
This together with (2.16) and Lemma 2.5 proves Lemma 2.7. 
3. CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 
The reduction of the estimation problem to comparing c.f. can be 
achieved using 
LEMMA 3.1 (Bhattacharya and Sweeting). Let ;E(t) denote the c.jI of the 
density 
k sin(xj/b)2p 
dx) = ck n 
j= 1 
x?p t 
I 
p > k, b > 0 chosen such that supp f c [ - 1, llk. Let a > 0 such that 
a e Swa x(x) dkx > 4. 
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Then for any statistic T;, and A E Bk, there exist constants cj > 0 depending 
on k, p, b, and a such that 
(P(T~EA)- YY,(A)I <c, max 
lal<k+l s 
ID”{i(t/tN)(Eexp[it. TN] 
- 
%&))}I dkt+Mi ‘P-~)+(c(-~- ~)‘“)+c~N~,(~,~)~((~A)~~“~), (3.2) 
where rN = Ltj,$2a-1J and t,,, t co, provided the covariance matrix V of the 
normal distribution N is nondegenerate. 
Proof The result is a combination of Lemma 5 of Sweeting [ 12, p. 371 
and Lemma 11.6 of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao [l, p. 981 together with 
some elementary estimations like 
y/v(A) d cd 
I 
(1 + 11413) ‘~0, (1,2)vb) cpo,w2,v(x) dkx 
A 
In order to estimate the derivatives of c.f. of sums of i.i.d. random vectors 
g’(X,), we may use results of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao [l]. 
Let YN(t) 4 E’ exp[it .g’(X,) W”‘]. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume Ilg’(X,)(I < N112 a.s. and conditions (1.11) and 
E’g’(X,) = 0. Then there exists C, 6 > 0 such that 
0) IWdtYI d 41 + Iltll’9 evC-6 lItlIZ 
provided N is sufficiently large; 
(ii) lD”(yN(t)N-exp[-~tTV’t]{l +~N-“2E’(g’(X,)*t)3})l 
~o(N~“2)[((t(((3~tort)+ + ((t((3+ial] exp[-6 lltl12] 
for N sufficiently large, where V’ denotes the covariance matrix of g’(X,) 
under E’ and (a)+ n max(a, 0). 
Choosing tN = N112K,,,, KN t co, in Lemma 3.1 we have 
supp P~(tt,‘) c c-t,, t,lk and pQ(tt;‘)( G cg. 
Put 
qbN(t) 4 E’ exp[it- TN] with TN as defined in (2.4). 
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Then Lemma 3.1 and condition (1.14) together imply 
SUP IP(GEA)- ‘Y,(A)1 
A E k.“,y 
(3.4) 
<c max 
I 
IDdl(#N(t) - ‘&,(t))l d&t + o(N-“~), 
lalck+l {llrll<~+1~“2} 
where c depends on k, p, 6, and a only. 
The estimation of the c.f. dN( t) & E’ exp[it . TN] is done in a series of 
lemmas. 
Let E = 1/[2(k + 4)]. Then 
LEMMA 3.5. 
s 
lDa(#N(t)- p,(t))1 dkt = o(N- 1’2). 
11~11 <NE 
Proof. The following arguments are relatively standard (compare 
Bickel et al. [3]). Let yN(t) P E’exp[it.g’(X,) N-‘/*1. Then we may 
rewrite 
#N(t) = Y;(t) + YN “-2(t)(~)N~m3’2E’exp[it.(g’(X,)+g’(X2))N-”2] 
x it .h’(X,, X2) + R,(t), (3.6) 
where 
R,(t) P -E’(d,. t)‘exp[it.S,+it.d,q] 
S, 4 N-‘12 f g’(X,), 
/=I 
A,,, ii N-“2(N- 1)-l 2 h’(X,, X,) 
Wl<p<Y 
and q is uniformly distributed over [0, 11, independent of all other random 
variables. 
Furthermore, 
E’ exp[it . (g’(X,) + g’(X,)) N-“2] h’(X,, X2). t 
= E’ fi {exp[N- 
[ 
‘12it .g’(X,)] - 1 - N-*‘*it .g’(X,)} 
,=l 
+ 2N-‘j2it .g’(X,) {exp[N- ‘/‘it .g’(X,)] - 1 - NP’j2it .g’(X,)} 
- N-‘(t .g’(X,))(t .g’(X,)) 1 WX,, X2). t 
& -N-‘E(t.g’(X,))(t.g’(X,))(t.h’(X,,X,))+R,(t). (3.7) 
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Using the multivariate expansion of c.f. of S,,,, and Lemma 3.3(ii) together 
with (3.6), (3.7), and (2.6), we have for some 6 > 0 
PY4,df)- %(t)ll Gc~,expC-~ 114121(1 + lIdIs) 
+N-“2 lD”{(y~P2(t)-exp[$t.~‘.t]) 
xEt.g’(X,)t.g’(X,)h’(X,,X,).t}l 
+ ID”(j\r1’2R2(t) .yp2(t))l + p*R,(t)l 
P cd,exp[-6 Iltll’l(l+ Ilt115)+Z, +Z2+Z3. (3.8) 
By Lemma 3.3(ii) we immediately conclude j,,(,, <NC I, dkt < c 6,. 
Estimation of Z2. 
z,< c IDDY;-2(t)l IDYR2(t)l e2, where /?, y 2 0 
5+y=a 
denote k-tuples of nonnegative integral numbers. 
IDYR,(r)l 6 c sup ID”R,(t)l 
Ixlbk+l 
GcsupE’ fi llg’(~j)~-“2114 Ilh’(X,,X2)lI(l+ Iltl15) 
5 j=l 
Gc(l + ll~ll’)(1 +E IIg’V-,)II Ilh’(X,, J-2111 llg’(~2)I19’5)~-14’10, 
N sufficiently large. 
Since JZI-“~~‘(X,)I < 2 a.e., Holder’s inequality shows that 
Z,<cexp(-6 Iltl/‘)(l + Iltl15)N-9’10. (3.9) 
Estimation of Z,. 
I,= P”R,(~)lGc(l + Il~l12)El14112U + ll~,vIlk+‘) llS,Ilk+l 
~~(1 + II#.)(N-~+E(~+~.-’ Il~,II(k+3)(l+i.) 
x EIIK IISNI((k+‘)K) 
Qc(1 + Iltlj2) (N-(k+3)‘2+N-‘) 
by Holder’s inequality with Iz < f and appropriately chosen K together with 
Lemma A.1 and Lemma 3.3(i) with t = 0. Hence, 
68312212.4 
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$o(N~1’2)+cjN~rk~1(l+r2)drN~1 
0 
go(N-‘12)+cN”‘k+3J~I, N sufficiently large, 
=o(N-L/2), since E < 1/[2(k + 3)]. 
LEMMA 3.10. For every integral nonnegative vector c(, IIX < k + 1, we 
have 
(i) j  ID”81,(t)l dkt = o(N-li2) 
lllll > N’ 
loa(bN(t)l d”t = o(N- I’*), 
where A N, 6 (t: N”< lltll < N1’4q$}, AN2 & ( t: N”4ij~’ < jJ tJI < EN”‘), 
and A,, P {t: EN”’ < (I tll d KNN1j2} for some KNf co. 
Proof Part (i) is obvious since the covariance matrix of g’(X,) is non- 
degenerate for sufkiently large N by relation (2.6). 
(ii) First step (the region N”< lItI 6 N”4r]~1). We expand dN(t) in 
terms of d, as in Lemma 3.5. 
Daq5N(t)=D” E’ 
i ( 
exp[it.S,] C (id..ty/j! +R,(t) 
1 I 
a I ID R (t)l <cE lld r+ I 1 --. N II (1 + IIS ‘I;’ N k+’ + (ldNIlk+’ )(l + Iltll’+‘). (3.11) 
By Lemma A.1 we have for some constant K > 0 
j P”R,(t)l dkt 6 K jANI N-- Cr+l)/2(1+ IltlJ’+l)&<KN(k-r- W4~N(k+r+l) 
= o(N-I’~) (3.12) 
choosing 
rAk+l. (3.13) 
Furthermore. 
IDa(dN(f) - R,(t))1 max 
IS+yl<k+l 
E’ (Hexp[it.S,]I i ]IY(d,. tYI 
j=O 
where fl, y denote nonnegative integral numbers. 
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Since d, consists of less than N* summands, 
lD”ddt)l <c max 
i (IF, IP+v19k+lj=o )I 
E’DBexp[it.S,+,+,] n*h’(X,,X,) 
J.P 
x Iltll(i-Ivl)+~*i I?$-“- 1 -‘(t)l + P”R,(t)l, 
where n,T, denotes a product of j factors with 1 <j < m and 1 <p < N. By 
Lemmas 3.3(i) and A.1 and (2.1) as well as (2.2), we have 
<c N’“‘(1 + Iltll’N*‘. N’) (y&)1’+-‘-‘+ ]D”R,(t)l. 
Since 
Iv,dt)l dexp(-c Il~ll*/N), for some c > 0, lltll < EN’/*, 
by Lemma 3.3(i), we conclude 
I ,DaqbN(r), dkt< N4(k+1) IId kfl exp(-c llt112) dkt+o(N-I/*) ANI I ANI 
= o(N- ‘I*) by the choice of A ,.,,] (3.14) 
Second step (the region N1’4qi 1 < 11 t 11 d EN”‘). Since d, depends on 
Jf, only, where m= [qNN1”], we may write L, 4 ,A,+ 
$l’:+, N-“’ g’(X,) and 
P”ddf)l = IWIG E’ eNit .LNl)l 
6 sup I@y”,(t) IE’ llLNII’Y’, 
/l+y=ri 
/I, y Z 0 integral vectors 
using Lemma A. 1 
<c Niaii2 exp[ -i Iltl12(m - IccI)/N], A>0 
d c N’““* exp[ -,I/2.log(N”)] = o(N-(~+~)/~) ((3.15) 
if K is chosen s.th. K < 2( (k + 1 )/,I) and N is sufficiently large. Hence 
I ,DzqSN(t), dkt = o(N-I’*). AN2 
Third step (the region EN’/* < lltll <K,N”*). Since IEexp[it.g(X,)]I 
< 1 -x,(Iltll)< 1, t#O, we have 
IE’exp[it.g’(X,)]I = IEexp[it.g(X,)] Z(M(X,)< N’/‘)((l +o(N-~/~)) 
< 1 - ~2(lltll) + O(W3’*). (3.16) 
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Using the estimations of (3.15) for t E AN3 we have 
IWAl( G c N’““* ( ($2) +o(N-‘“))m-‘a’ 1 -x2 
Hence there exists a sequence K, 7 cc such that 
(D”~,(t)~GN-(k+1)‘21N for lltll < Nli2KN, 
thus proving 
s 
lD”$,(t)l dkt = o(N-“2). 
AN3 
This together with the relation following (3.15) and (3.14) proves Lemma 
3.10 and thereby Theorem 1.14. 
Proof of Theorem 1.16. Here we don’t need the third step of the proof 
of Theorem 1.14 and the proof simplifies for the expansion of the c.f. but is 
completely similar in the estimation step two. 
Corollary 1.18 follows immediately by putting g(X,) =fO(X,) + 
N-“*fl(X,) in th e proof of Theorem 1.14, while using the additional trun- 
cation 
M(X,) 4 @‘(lIf,(&, x2)1? IX,)+ II.fd~,N +N-“* llf~(X,)ll 
< N112 
which implies 
II g’ U-1 1 II G N1’2 PI-a.s. and P( IIg(X,)II > N”‘) = o(N-~‘~). 
Furthermore. 
F’evCit. U&W + N-1’2fd&M 
dl-~2(Iltll)+o(N-3’2)+o(Iltll N-“2) 
replaces (3.16) in the proof of Lemma 3.10(i) and a similar remark applies 
to the variance lower bound (2.6), thus proving Corollary 1.18. 
APPENDIX 
The following bound of moments is essential for the proof of 
Theorem 1.15: 
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LEMMA A.l. For a given constant C > 1 and NE N let H,,c denote the 
class of symmetric kernels such that 
(i) E(h(X,, X,)1X,)=0, P-a.s. 
(ii) Ilh(X,, X,)11 d C N, P2-a.s., 
(iii) E I(h(X,, X,)((‘<C, E’/2(Ilh(X1, X,)((’ (X,)<(C N)“‘, P-ax 
Then 
f h,,,,(Xp, X,) ‘: h,,E H,,c, Na 1 
p=l v=p+l ! I  
< C(p)(C+ CP) for every p B 1. 
Proof. Using the convexity of p -t log(E IIXll”), p > 1, we may assume 
w.1.g. that p=2m, rnE N. Using (a+b)“<2’+‘(am+b”) repeatedly it is 
sufficient to prove the assertion for dimension k = 1. Hence we have to 
estimate 
S 4 C*EChi,j*(Xj,,X,,)...h;2mi2m(XjLn, Xj2,)], (A.21 
where C* denotes summation extending over all combinations of 2k-tuples 
1 <i, ,..., i2k < N and 1 <j, ,..., j,, <n, such that i, <jy for q = l,..., 2k. By 
virtue of (i) expectations of products in (A.2) containing a certain index 
only once have to vanish. Hence, we may assume w.1.g. that every index in 
these products occurs at least twice. 
Let r denote the number of different indices among i ,,..., i2,,,, j ,,..., j,,. 
Assume w.1.g. that these are the indices 1, 2,..., r and that the multiplicities 
of these indices satisfy 
2<n, <n,< ..’ Gn,. (A-3) 
We shall prove by induction on r = 2, 3,..., s that for all sets of indices 
satisfying (A.3) we have uniformly in h,,E Hc,NuAc,,,, A,-,, as in (AS) 
f’s,,= IEhi~~~(Xil, &l).**hids(Xi,v Xj$)l 
< C”‘( CN)’ - r, (A.4) 
where CL = i,, = j, is allowed, but then we require hpJXfl, X,) E A,,, which 
means 
E h&Q X,, < C lh,,W,,‘XJI d CN P-a.s. (A.51 
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The number of terms in (A.2) depending on r random variables Xj is of 
order C(r) N’, hence assuming (A.4) we have 
ISI < z N’ Cr’2(CN)2m-’ 
r=2 
< c(m)(C+ C2,) N2” 
thus proving Lemma A. 1. 
Proof of (A.4). When r=2, m>l, ElhJX,, X2)“‘I G(CN)~“~’ C2’2 
by virtue of conditions (ii) and (iii). 
Assume that (A.4) has been shown for Y = 2,..., I- 1, I > 3. Taking con- 
ditional expectations with respect to X, (which has multiplicity n, 2 2) 
yields, with 
for the expectation of all factors involving X, , 
where 
hj,,,(xj,T xj*) 6 cp 1’2 E(hlj,(Xl 3 xjl 1 hljz(xl 9 xj*) I gI). 
This kernel satisfies, by Holder’s inequality, 
I I;iljl(XI, &)I 6 C-‘(CN)2’2~ P’ - as. 
(‘4.6) 
as well as 
E”2(h. (X X )I X )< (CN)“2. 1112 1 ’ 2 2 -. 
Hence, hjlj2 E H,, N and since the remaining product in (A.4) for r = 1 
involves at most s - 2 factors (plus one for hj,n) there are exactly I- 1 
different Xis. We have 
P,,,< (CN)n’p2 c1’2 IEhjljZCX,l? xjl) n hpy(Xp, xq)l 
P.4fl 
< (CN)n,-2 C1/2 C(/~1)/2(CN)S-~(“,~I)~(/~~ 1) 
< C”2( CN)‘~ ’ 
by induction hypothesis, which is applicable with 1 - 1 provided (A.3) 
holds for I - 1 indices. But the multiplicities nj of the remaining X,‘s, j > 1, 
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after we carried out estimation (A&) still satisfy nJ 2 2, j > 1. This follows 
by counting the number of times Xi occurs in (A.6) before and after 
estimation which shows 
nj-n;<n,-2. 
This together with n,> n, immediately proves $2 2. 
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